Peggy Cooper Davis  **NEGLIGENCE STORIES**  
**THE CONSTITUTION AND FAMILY VALUES**  
cloth, $25.00

Edward Countryman  **AMERICANS**  
**A COLLISION OF HISTORIES**  
paper, $13.00

Carol Berkin  **FIRST GENERATIONS**  
**WOMEN IN COLONIAL AMERICA**  
paper, $13.00

Carol Sheriff  **THE ARTIFICIAL RIVER**  
**THE ERIE CANAL AND THE PARADOX OF PROGRESS, 1817–1862**  
paper, $13.00

Betty Wood  **THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN SLAVERY**  
**FREEDOM AND BONDAGE IN THE ENGLISH COLONIES**  
cloth, $18.00

Steven J. Diner  **A VERY DIFFERENT AGE**  
**AMERICANS OF THE PROGRESSIVE ERA**  
cloth, $25.00

Gregory H. Nobles  **AMERICAN FRONTIERS**  
**CULTURAL ENCOUNTERS AND CONTINENTAL CONQUEST**  
cloth, $25.00

Michael H. Hunt  **LYNDON JOHNSON’S WAR**  
**AMERICA’S COLD WAR CRUSADE IN VIETNAM, 1945–1968**  
paper, $11.00

Langston Hughes  **SHORT STORIES**  
Edited by Akiba Sullivan Harper  
With an Introduction by Arnold Rampersad  
paper, $14.00

Andrew Delbanco  **REQUIRED READING**  
**WHY OUR AMERICAN CLASSICS MATTER NOW**  
FSG cloth, $25.00